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cavlo Announces Platinum Partners Linea Research & Fulcrum Acoustic 
for its May 4th Show  
Pro AVL Partners take center stage at Las Vegas Show 
 

Las Vegas, NV – March 22, 2023 – cavlo Trade Show, a pro AVL tech trade show, announced its Platinum 
Partners today. Linea Research and Fulcrum Acoustic will take center stage for cavlo’s May 4th event at The 
Orleans Hotel in Las Vegas featuring AVL exhibitors, discussion panels, and plenty of opportunities to network.  
 
UK-based Linea Research is a leading manufacturer of Networked DSP Amplifiers and System Controllers for 
Touring Professionals and Audio Engineers. Fulcrum is a Massachusetts based loudspeaker manufacturer 
known for their uniquely designed line of speakers. Both cater to the show’s target audience of systems 
integrators, tech managers, and other communication professionals from the hospitality, corporate, 
education, entertainment, and worship fields.  
 
“I’ve worked with both Linea Research and Fulcrum Acoustic products over the years and have come to 
respect both brands for their quality and customer service,” says Managing Director, Mike Brown-Cestero. 
“cavlo is thrilled to announce them as our Platinum Partners for our spring show in Las Vegas. They will take 
center stage at our event being held at The Orleans Hotel. We encourage AVL pros to exhibit or attend at cavlo 
where we offer multiple opportunities to ideate, integrate, and operate with lively discussion panels and 
networking opportunities both before and during the show.”  

cavlo will take place on May 4th at The Orleans Hotel in Las Vegas with a Welcome Reception on May 3rd. It will 
be a great opportunity for AVL folks in the southwest region to connect. Registration for the show will open on 
March 22nd for qualified attendees. The cavlo show is a trade-only event. For more information on exhibiting 
or to register to attend, please visit cavlo.tech.  

 

About Fulcrum Acoustic 
Fulcrum Acoustic is a professional loudspeaker manufacturer known for its unique approach to loudspeaker 
design. Employing the research of company co-founder David Gunness, Fulcrum Acoustic overcomes common 
loudspeaker performance limitations by treating advanced DSP algorithms as integral to their designs. The 
result is loudspeakers that provide stunning output and unmatched clarity even at high SPLs, in the smallest 
enclosures possible. 
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About Linea Research 
UK-based Linea Research is a leading manufacturer of Networked DSP Amplifiers and System Controllers. Their 
installation-focused C Series and portable M series amplifiers offer 4 and 8-channel models with power 
ranging from 400W to 5000W per channel. All amplifiers are equipped with 96kHz DSP offering input routing 
and mixing, Equalisation, Crossovers including  Linear Phase topologies, FIR filters on every output, Limiters, 
Protection, and intelligent impedance load matching.  Distributed in the US by Allied ProTech, Linea Research 
products can be found in the most demanding installation and tour sound applications worldwide. Learn more 
at www.linea-research.co.uk 
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